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Hey everyone! 
How about an explanation of my own little bit of personal expression? 
Often I am asked how many piercings I have, why I dye my hair--basically, what does it all mean? 
 
Piercings for me have the most meaning, every since I was a child I have been getting them for 
special events in my life.  I have a total of 13 now, all standing for such meanings as graduating 
middle school and high school, my first relationship, having my whole first year of school paid for 
and my two trips to Japan.  There's more, but they are more personal meanings that I keep to 
myself, or that make me a bit sad. 
My hair color, however, is another story!  I love standing out; I'm loud and energetic and brown hair 
just does not cover those important aspects of my personality.  So, I started dying my hair.  I have 
gone from purple to black, to red, to red and black, back to purple, to red again, to pink, and now a 
rather bright blue.  I love having colors in my life and might as well share with everyone else! 
Anyway, I hope to show it to you this Friday! 
Keru 

 
 
I have watched a lot of movies, but it seems they never fit my age. As a child I watched action 
movies and scary movies with my dad. One movie that still haunts me to this day is called “IT.” It is 
a simple enough movie about a giant spider and a clown. It is also very old. I watched it the first 
time with my dad when I was five years old! Even now that I am an adult, it remains the one scary 
movie I just can’t watch! Now days I have discovered I really enjoy children movies. In the past few 
months I have watched the Lion King, Tarzan, and a few others. Tonight I watched Tinker Bell with 
my fiancee for the first time. I have to admit, I was able to really relax and enjoy it. I still enjoy a 
good action movie and just about any comedy, but mostly I just like an entertaining story. Every 
once and a while though I do enjoy a good scary movie night! Come on by the English Lunch and 
let’s talk about your favorite movies! 
 
Bud 


